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REGENER8 is not your parent's devotional. Your world is smaller due to technology. Your music is

extreme, your entertainment edgy. Life moves at a much faster pace. You live life in dog years. You

embrace life, and you tell it like it is. This book's for you. REGENER8 is an 8-week devotional, but

it's so much more than that. It's a foundation builder - a blueprint for life. It's relevant and

controversial. It's in your face. REGENER8 takes the training wheels off youth ministry and rips

down the speed limit signs. This fast-paced book will challenge you in every area of your life. While

this book is packed with life-changing truth, we opted for no preservatives and no sugar-coating.

Just 100% of your daily allowance of in-your-face Gospel truth. The only requirement is that you

leave your preconceived notions about God and Jesus at the door, and commit to this eight-week

journey for truth. Are you up for the challenge of REGENER8? Are you tough enough to handle 8

weeks, 8 lessons, and 8 truths? Are you tired of playing life? If so, let's REGENER8 your life.
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Each weeks topic is broken down into six easy to read and understand chapters and one teen's

story of how the weeks lesson has affected them. The book covers a variety of topics that is

relevant to teens today. The author (Rob Cook) writes as one who has been there. His goal of

helping teens to have a better life and a closer walk with God is clear. I can't recommend this book

enough! 5 Stars

I needed something for my 14 yr. old twin boys for a devotional that would not only help them in

their difficult teens, but be interesting. This really fit that need. They loved it. They were going to only

read one a day, but had to finish it, & now are re-reading it. This book is very down to earth &

speaks to what is important to teens. It challenges them to do the right thing. Thank you for this

book!

This book is In-Your-Face wonderful, and the author's sanctified irreverence is both its appeal and

its value.Rob Cook writes concisely, in a hit-the-nail-on-the-head directness with Biblical precision.

Take a clue from the first chapter: pornography in two pages. Shocking? The statistics are generally

that 60% of church goers and 40% of pastors are caught up in this, not to mention its prevalence

among Rob's street teens and young adults. I'm not a street kid; I'm a believer in Jesus and a

practicing psychiatric nurse, and when I read regener8, I rejoiced that Rob Cook can say what

needs to be said with such appeal to any audience, especially to those he mentors from the street.

Should you read this book and pass it on? I'd say so; what are you waiting for?

Regenera8 is an our day kind of teaching for male teens and perhaps even young adults. It touches

serious subjects and looks promising to answer deep questions of young men. Each chapter is clear

and understandable. It might help many who read it, but even better if a study is held with more

voices and the book is perfect for it.

I was asked by the publisher to take a look at this book.I wish there had been a book like this

available when my son was a teen. Regener8 discusses some tough subjects in eight-weeks: Porn,

drugs and religion are just a few. But Rob Cook knows these issues are on the mind of teens. He

has been ministering to street teens and throwaway kids for 13 years and recently through his

ministry, 252 Underground.I recommend this book to every parent of a teen, boys especially and all

youth ministers. Get this book. Get into discussion with the teens you care about now. Don't wait.

Offer them a valid Christian worldview defense to the dialog their peers and Cyberspace is already



having with them.

Highly recommend. Rob Cook has a unique way of getting his message across. He's real,

straightforward, intense and yet you never feel offended or put off. He speaks the truth of God's

word; you hear it, loud and clear. Gift it to a teen, but don't be surprised to find you want a copy for

yourself.

Our family loves this book! We are in the 7th week and our sons are really engaged, asking many

questions. We love the quality time it gives us, as well as the insight we as parents are receiving.

Totally recommend this devotional for any family that has pre-teens and/or teens in it.

I may be a bit biased about my review because I know Rob Cook. But given that fact, I also know

his heart, his love for teens and young adults and he has hit a home run with this book. I read a lot

and Rob wrote this book in the right way. It's easy to read, challenges you to look inside yourself,

asks you to make some tough choices but still encourages you by helping you realize the benefit of

making the RIGHT choices!The bottom line is Rob has experienced everything he discusses in the

book. He has lived these issues with teens for years helping steer them to a better path. He is a

servant of God and is devoted to helping everyone around him. Pastors, youth group leaders,

college age group leaders, young adult group leaders all need to use this book to help with their

ministries. I firmly believe that everyone who reads this book will be better for it and will want to

share it's message at every opportunity.I pray this book reaches teens and young adults across this

country and creates a movement with such momentum a revival of the heart for God takes place the

likes of which has never been seen before!
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